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Abstract - In this paper a new tool for visualizing self organizing maps (SOM) for interdisci-
plinary explorative data analysis is proposed, the SOM reef. By combination of the U-matrix
visualization approach with the new introduced fish glyph, the SOM can be displayed as a un-
derwater scenario. Data sets can be visualized in the SOM as swarms of fishes or prototypes.
The SOM reef provides (i) a powerful metaphor for comunicating SOM results and (ii) an
entertaining interface for exhaustive data exploration.
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1 Introduction

The aim of data mining and knowledge discovery is to search large sets of N -dimensional
data for hidden regularities, clusters, or other relations. Since humans have great visual
skills, visualization of the data for the purpose of an interactive analysis by a human observer
is a promissing approach and has been stimulating scientific and engineering research.
But although Ben Shneiderman’s famous mantra for interactive visual data exploration
(”Overfiew first, zoom and filter, then details on demand”) [1] is convincing from the point of
view of visualizatiuon engineers as well as for psychophysicists, who analyze human-computer
interaction, there is still no straightforward sheme for designing information visualization
systems for N -dimensional data. And interestingly, scientific textbooks about information
visualization have been published majorly in the last six years [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
One straightforward visualization approach to analyze N variables in m observations is to
map the variables to the attributes (in general shape, size, colour and location) of graphically
displayed entities, so called glyphs. However, the comprehensive glyph display for the entire
set of m samples has just been identified as an interesting scientific engineering problem
[7]:”The placement or layout of glyphs on a display can communicate significant information
regarding the data values themselves as well as relationships between data points, ...”. In
this regard, self-organizing maps (SOM) (and other techniques for dimensional reduction
and projection) offer interesting solutions to this problem and has been established as a tool
for visual data exploration. To visualize the trained SOM, several approaches have been
proposed: The feature density of the trained SOM prototype vectors is displayed based on
smoothed histograms [8] or the U-matrix [9] apply clustering to the set of prototype vectors
[10, 11]. For the special case of very large SOMs, fish eye view or fractal view have been
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proposed [12]. In addition, the SOM visualization can be augmented by text labels, as for
instance the WEBSOM [13] or a single feature analysis with a component plane view [14].
Also automatic feature selection has been proposed to render icons for displaying the SOM
prototype vectors on a grid [15].
SOM are used in many interdisciplinary projects like biopattern analysis, customer data
mining in economics or providing convinient interfaces in text mining applicati ons. So the
communication of the result SOM is a substantial step in interdisciplinary discussion. But we
observed that explaining the meaning of a SOM visualization is often time consuming or even
frustrating. One reason for this is that explaining the SOM contains a lot of standard vo-
cabular from the fields of algebra, pattern recognition or artifical neural networks, sometimes
unknown to the research collaborators from field of economics or biomedicine. In fact we
often observed that the partners had interpretations of terms like pattern, vector or similarity
which were different from the concepts in the fields of pattern recognition or artificial neural
networks.
One of the most powerful tools for explaining structures or relations to people with a different
background knowledge is the metaphor, i. e. to compare two seemingly unrelated subjects.
Its explanatory power lies in the opportunity to describe one subject (the SOM) by the
comparison with a familier real world subject, well known to both parties (like a natural
scene). The basic idea behind this work was to design a metaphoric SOM visualization
tool, where the data structure is interpreted as a cartoon for a natural scene, in this case
a underwater scenario with a reef full of fishes. An approach for computing a metaphoric
description of a projection result would be of valuable help to the computer scientist to discuss
his results with his collaborative partners from biology, chemistry etc.
Another motivation for this work was the fact, that interpreting a trained SOM is difficult
regarding the identification of features that have influence in the vector quantization. This
problem gets serious for SOMs of large numbers of nodes and/or a large data dimension. In
addition one has to consider, that in most data mining projects the data may have several
structural features to be discovered. Especially the analysis of heterogenous clusters and
outliers can be time consuming. So information analysts may need to spend some time with
the data and its visualizations which can be quite tiresome and boring. In this case one would
benefit from displays, that catch the attention of the user again and again. This favourable
display quality could be called entertaining.

2 The SOM reef tool

The SOM reef visualization tool renders an underwater cartoon as a metaphor for a SOM
result on two steps. In a first step, after training the SOM with a training set Γt = {xα}
(with xα ∈ [0; 1]N and α = 1, . . . ,m) the trained SOM prototype vectors are used to render
the seabed profile using the U-matrix approach [9]. In a second step, the explored data
Γe = {xβ} with xβ ∈ [0; 1]N is mapped on top of the seabed using the new developed fish
glyph. In this work we consider the typical exploration case Γt = Γe.

2.1 The U-matrix

The U-matrix has been proposed in [9] and is probably the most applied visualization frame-
work for SOM, especially for SOM with a large number of neurons. The U-matrix displays
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the densities in the feature space across the SOM grid. To this end, pairwise distances be-
tween SOM node prototype vectors are computed and arranged in a low-dimensional array
at positions corresponding to the grid node positions. These intensities are displayed by a
height profile or by a colored plane (or by both). Thus, the U-matrix itself can already give
a metaphoric description of the data density by an image of mountains. In this work we
visualize the U-matrix in a hybrid manner as a colorized height profile. We use a color scale
which has been adjusted manually to simulate the color changes of the seabed depending
on the depth, i. e. a scale from cyan to blue to black. In most applications the U-matrix
is displayed as a height profile, with the height being proportional to the distance between
prototype vectors. So in the display clusters of very different features are separated by a
ridge of mountains. Since we consider an underwater scenario we visualize the U-matrix the
other way round, i. e. we draw the depths of the seabed proportional to the feature distances.
In addition to color and depth the system can also render texture in the U-matrix to support
the visual interpretation of the landscape profile. To this end we generated a set of twelve
static texture patches T0, . . . T11 ∈ 128 × 128. The texture patches Ti are generated be ran-
domly drawing two-dimensional grey valued Gaussians. The number and the amplitude of
the Gaussians are constantly increased from T0 to T11 (see Fig. 1 B)).

2.2 The Fish Glyph

To render the protoptype vectors and vectors from a training or test set Γ(t,e) which are
projected on the SOM, we propose a new N -dimensional data glyph. In general, glyphs
can be categorized as abstract or metaphoric. Abstract glyphs are basic geometric models
without direct symbolic or semantic interpretration like profiles [16], stars [17], boxes [18].
To display more variables or also data relations, abstract glyphs can get quite complex like
the customized glyphs [19, 20], shapes [21] or infochrystals [22]. Such glyphs are powerful
tools for a compact display of variable relations. However, the user must spend considerable
time for training to be able to use these tools effectively.
The first idea for a metaphoric display led to the introduction of the well known Chernoff faces
[23] The idea of rendering data faces may get new stimuli from advances in computer graphics
and animation [24] since a large range of algorithms exist to render faces in different emotional
states. However, the succesful application of Chernoff faces seems to be restricted to data
with a one-dimensional substructure, like social and economic parameters as in [25, 26, 27].
Similar approaches use stick figures [28], a parametrized tree [29] or wheels [30].
To visualize the SOM in a metaphoric manner, we need to synchronize the designs of the U-
matrix landscape and the data glyphs. To this end we developed a fish shaped glyph that can
be rendered on top of the U-matrix seabed. We voted for an underwater scenario for several
reasons. First, underwater scenarios gained some popularity and are increasingly distributed
across all kinds of media, from motion pictures to documentary films on TV. Second, fish live
as loners as well as in swarms, thus clusters of fish as well as single fish appear as natural.
Third, fishes have lots of features that can be parametrized straightforward and easily. In
biology, fish species are generally grouped in clusters according to their physiological features
(like blue whiptail, paradise whiptail, double whiptail and so on) and each cluster can be
represented by a prototype (i. e. whiptail [31]) similar to the idea of vector quantization.
In this first software prototype, the fish is rendered based on a grid model which has 17
graphical attributes. They consist of 14 geometric attributs (6 angles and 8 arc length) and 4
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Figure 1: A): The SOM reef interface: In (1) the user selects a glyph type (in this first version only
the fish glyph is realized), a visualization type (glyphs on SOM is default, the tool can also plot fishes
in a scatterplot fashion) and a data set. In (2) the geometric and appearance attributes are displayed,
so the user can easily map variables to attributes in (3). In this example, the first three variables are
chosen to set the color of the fish (attribute 12, 13, 14) and the first variable is also mapped to one
angle of the caudal fin (at the end of the fish). In (4) the distance between (i) the U-matrix landscape
and the glyphs and (ii) the highest and lowest point in the landscape can be set. The user can also
choose, how the fishes can be rendered around their best match node. The buttons in (5) activate
loading and saving of good parametrizations and (6) acivates a new rendering of the SOM reef based
on new parameters. B): Four examples from the texture patch set T0, T11. C): Two examples of fish
glyphs.

appearence attributes (RGB color plus texture) as displayed in Fig.1. As already summerized
in [32, 7], humans’ abilities for percieving graphical attributes of glyphs vary considerably.
Thus, the software is designed to allow a convinient customization of mapping variables to
graphical parameters.

3 Applications and Results

The SOM reef is computed and displayed for two data sets.
3.1 The Iris data set:
This data set is one of the standard benchmark data sets in machine learning and pattern
classification. It contains a data set with 150 random samples of flowers from the iris species
setosa, versicolor, and virginica. From each species there are 50 observations for the features
sepal length, sepal width, petal length, and petal width in cm. The data set is used to train a
10 × 10 SOM. In Fig. 2 the SOM reef of the iris data set is shown. In this case the seabed
is visualized without texture. The four variables are mapped to geometric attributes, the
prototype vectors are plotted with 50% transparency, the original data Γe is displayed as
solid.
3.2 The COIL data set:
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Figure 2: The 10 × 10 SOM of the iris data set is displayed. The U-matrix is visualized using the
manually derived color scale. The four variables are mapped to geometrical attributes of the glyphs.
The prototype vectors are displayed transparent. The data set is projected onto the SOM as solid fish
glyphs. The SOM is partitioned into two regions divided by a canyon in the lower left corner. The
fish glyphs in both regions differ in shape.

The columbia image library (COIL) provides images of 20 different objects viewed form
different directions [33]. On the entire data set a principal component analysis (PCA) is
performed. The eigenvectors of the ten largest eigenvalues account for most of the signal
intensity variance and are used to project each image to a ten dimensional vector. A 50× 50
SOM is trained with this set and the result SOM is displayed as a SOM reef in Fig. 3.

4 Discussion

A new approach for SOM visualization has been proposed. In contrast to other works,
the approach aims at a metaphoric explanation of the SOM to non-expert observers. The
metaphoric display consists of visualizing the SOM U-matrix as an underwater seabed using
color and texture plus rendering single feature vectors as fish shaped glyphs. The glyph
interface allows easy and convenient mapping of variables to glyph parameters. The examples
show, that shape and color of the fishes can represent feature variables and the appealing
look of the SOM reef. We believe that the SOM reef will improve SOM based data analysis
by (a) making the SOM inspection more entertaining and (b) providing easy-to-interpret
metaphoric SOM display for non-expert users. Future work will aim at advancing the reef
scenario and developing alternative scenarios like a field of flowers.
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Figure 3: The 50× 50 SOM reef of the coil data set. The ten variables of the data set are mapped to
geometric attributes of the fish glyphs, the first three variables are mapped to the RGB values of the
fishes. The U-matrix is visualized by color scale and texture mapping. In the separated image on the
lower left the variables are mapped solely to shape parameters to show how the fish shapes change
across the SOM.
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